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INTRODUCTION 
LET 7c be an abelian group, and let K(n, n) be the usual Eilenberg-MacLane complex (in 
Milnor’s realization [IO] for example). K* denotes representable and KY inverse limit 
unitary K-theory (defined in $1); the aim of this paper is to prove the following results: 
THEOREMS I. Ifz is a countable torsion group, n 2 2, then l?*(K(n, n)) = 0. 
THEOREMS II. If 71 is any countable group, n 3 3, tfzen R*(K(n, n)) Z’ fi**(K(z @ Q, n)) as 
an abelian group. 
(Note. By the universal coefficient theorem this group is Ext(n @ Q, Z) for n odd, and a 
countable direct product of groups isomorphic to Ext(7-r 0 Q, Z) for n even. In the first case 
K ‘, in the second I? ‘, vanishes.) 
THEOREM III. 1f n: isjinitely generated, n 2 3, tfzen K?(K(n, n)) = 0. 
By putting Theorems 11 and III together we find 
COROLLARY 1. For z finitely generated and infinite, n 3 3, there exist non-triGal flomo- 
topy classes of maps K(n, n) --+ BU (n odd), K(Tc, n) -+ U ( n ecen) brflich are tricial Irlhen 
restricted to any finite subcomples, 
while theorems I, III admit the following alternative formulation 
COROLLARY 2. Let II be a torsion group, FI k 2 or finitely generated, n 2 3. Then all 
natural transfirmations (cohomology operations) H “( ; n) --+ i?*( ) are tricialon the category 
of finite camp fexes. 
(For n = 2, 71 = Z we have a counterexample in the composition 
H’(X; Z) = [X, BU(l)] -+ [X, BU] = R’(X).) 
For most practical purposes, our theorems imply that the spaces K(7c, n) for n 2 3 
behave like points with respect to K-theory. In an Appendix we show how to deduce corres- 
ponding results for the KC-theory of [l] and for K&theory. 
The proof of the theorems depends on two main results; Atiyah’s computation of 
K*(K(n, 1)) for TI finite in [3] (more or less elementary when TC is abelian), and the spectral 
sequence of Rothenberg and Steenrod [14] adapted to K-theory as in [9]. In $1 we discuss the 
relationship of the various K-theories to be used, in $2 we recall facts about the spectral 
sequence and describe its convergence. $3 computes the K-theory of K(n, 1) (z abelian) with 
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finite coeflicients, and the machinery assembled is used to obtain the proofs of the theorems 
in $4. 
The reader who is interested in removing the countability restrictions in Theorems I and 
II could probably do so, for example by generalizing the “ mapping cylinder ” construction 
used to realize K(n, n) in the proof of Lemma 4.5 and sharpening a few other results to do 
with uncountable inverse systems. 
Representable. theories 
$1. K-THEORIES 
In what follows we shall use three categories of topological spaces (the morphisms in all 
cases will be continuous maps). %” (resp. 6) is the category of spaces having the homotopy 
type of an arbitrary (resp. finite) C&‘-complex; io” is the category of spaces in %I’ with the 
homotopy type of a CW-complex whose skeletons are finite. 
A pair of spaces (X, A) with A c X is said to be a pair in W” (or in 0, 6) if there is a 
homotopy equivalence of pairs between (X, A) and a CW-complex and subcomplex of the 
appropriate type. Any such pair has the homotopy extension property; in the terminology 
of [7, $41, the homotopy-classes of mappings into a fixed R-spectrum define a cohomology 
theory on the category of pairs in YkY, which will be called a “representable theory”. 
A representable theory evidently satisfies the additivity axiom of Milnor [ 11, p. 3371. 
We shall use the following adaptation of [I 1, Lemma 21. 
(1.1) Let X be a space filtered by subspaces X, c X2 c . . . such that all spaces and pairs are 
in ,Y/‘“. If F* is a representable cohomology theory graded by r (=Z or ZJ there is an 
exact sequence 
0 --t lim’(F”- ‘(X,)) -+ F”(X) -+ lim(F’(X,)) + 0 
for every s E I-, where !in~’ denotes the first right derived functor of lim (see for example 
[ill, [131). 
In particular we can take the definition of unitary K-theory in terms of homotopy classes 
(given on 0 in [9, ISI] for example) and extend it to ,‘I’. The result is a Zz-graded cohomology 
theory (induced from a Z,-graded spectrum), which we shalt call representable K-theory, and 
write K*( ) or K*( ; Z). Similarly we can define representable theories with coefficients 
in Q or Z, (for the latter see [2]), and have an isomorphism 
(I) K*(X, A; Q) E H**(X, A; Q) and an exact sequence 
(2) 0 -+ K*(X, A) 0 z, + K*(X, A; Z,) -+ Tor(K*(X, A), Z,) -+ 0 for (X, A) a pair in YF. 
The exact sequence (2) can be derived from the axioms for cohomotogy theories, and so 
requires no finiteness assumptions on the spaces involved. Applying (2) to the case where q 
is a prime p, we have 
LEMMA 1.2. For (X, A) in W, K*(X, A; Z,) = 0 ifandonly ifK*(X, A) isp-torsion free 
and p-divisible. 
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Inverse limits 
Following Definition 1.1 of [j] we can make a different extension of the K-theory 
functors from 0 to $” which will not satisfy the axioms for cohomology theories in general. 
These extended functors will be written K*( ; L) vvhere L is 2, Q or Z, and called “inverse 
limit” K-theories. K*( ; L) is characterized by the following properties. 
(i) It is a functor on the homotopy category of @lL’. 
(ii) If (X, A) is a CW-pair, K*(X, A; L) is the inverse limit lim K*(X,, A,; L) where X, 
runs over the directed set of finite subcomplexes of X and A, = A n X,. 
The two types of K-theory are linked by a natural homomorphism 
1: K*(X, A; L) -+ 5:(X, A; L) (X, A) in 91’. 
(For CW pairs the definition of i. is immediate from (ii) above.) 
LEMMA 1.3. If (X, A) is a pair in 8 and L = Z, , tllen i. is cm isonrorpllism. 
Hence for Z, coefficients the two types of K-theory combine on 8 to one which has the good 
properties of both. 
Proof. Since the definition of i. is homotopy invariant it is sufficient to consider the 
case that (X, A) is a pair of CW complexes with finite skeletons. In this case the skeletons 
provide a countable cofinal subset {(X”, A”)} of CW-pairs of (X, A) and KJX, A; L) = 
lim K*(X”, A”; L) for any L. If we apply (1.1) (relativized) to this filtration we obtain a 
useful exact sequence 
(3) 0 + ]im’(K”- ‘(X”, A”; L)) -+ K”(X, A; L) -+ K’(X, A; L) --f 0 
Now if L is finite, each K*(X”, A”; L) is finite by a spectral sequence argument. Hence the 
inverse system {K*(X”, A”; L)) satisfies the condition (F) of [3, $31 and so also (ML). This, 
together with the fact that the system is countable, implies that b’ vanishes (cf. [13]) and 
so that 2 is an isomorphism. 
Multiplicative structures 
The cohomology theories K*( ; L) (L = Z, Q or Z,) are multiplicative on 0, i.e., there 
is a natural Cartesian product homomorphism 
K:K”(X;L)@LK*(Y;L)+K*(X x Y;L) 
(not always unique) which induces ring structures on the absolute groups in the usual way. 
(For the case L = Z, see [2]). It is in fact possible to extend these definitions by defining 
pairings of spectra which induce them [Anderson, unpublished]; we shall not use this 
extension. Instead we note that the inverse limit theories inherit natural multiplicative 
structures from those already mentioned. Hence we can apply Lemma 1.3 and deduce that 
these multiplicative structures can be defined for L = Z, and X, Y in 6 with the representable 
theory. 
The question of a Kiinneth formula is more complicated, but we shall need only the 
following special case. 
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~Es1M.A 1.4. I_'_ A', Y are in t and K*( Y; Z,) is a free finitely generated Z,-module, then 
li: K*(X; Z,)Oz,K*(Y; Z,)+ K*(X x Y; ZJ 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The two functors on pairs in 8 defined by 
F,*(X, A) = K”(X, A; Z,)&,K*(Y; ZJ 
Fz*(X, A) =K*(X x Y, A x Y; Z,) 
are both additive cohomology theories. In fact F2* is representable, while F,* has the same 
properties as K* since tensoring with a free finitely generated Z,-module preserves exact- 
ness and products. Hence K is a natural transformation of additive cohomology theories 
(when relativized), which is clearly an isomorphism on the pair (point, 0). By the analogue 
for generalized cohomology theories of Milnor’s Theorem [ 11, p. 3401 we can deduce that ti 
is an equivalence of functors, whence lemma 1.4 follows. 
The only point at which we have used the fact that X, Y are in 8 was in defining the 
homomorphism K; hence if we had defined K over %-, Lemma 1.4 would extend similarly. 
We can in particular prove the following useful result. 
LEhihrA 1.5. If X, Y are in W and K*(Y) = Z (Y is a point as regards ifs K-theory), 
K*(X) -+ K*(X x Y) induced by the projection, is an isomorphism. 
Proof. As for the previous lemma. 
$2. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
For the principal facts about Rothenberg and Steenrod’s spectral sequence we refer to 
[14], for applications to K-theory to [9, II$3]. Here, though we make some extensions, no 
new principle is involved and we shall simply state the results which apply here. 
It will be convenient to suppose for the rest of this section that G is a group in 8, 
though the extension to the case of an associative H-space can be made as in [14]. If 
K *(G; Z,) is a free finitely generated Z,-module, Lemma 1.4 implies in the usual way that 
K*(G; Z,) has a natural Zz-graded Hopf algebra structure. If X is a right (left) G-space in 
$?, K*(X; Zq) is a right (left) comodule [12, 2.21 over K*(G; Z,). 
In the terminology of [14, $31 let d = (8,) be Milnor’s resolution of G by left G-spaces. 
]6] = U” 8, is then the space of a universal G-bundle filtered by the subspaces 8, (n >, 0). 
B, = ]&l/G isaclassifying space for G filtered by {B,, = 8,/G}. If Xis a right G-space we can 
also define 
x,=xxc]tp],x”=x x(;cD,. 
When X is a point we obtain the filtration of B, just mentioned. When the action of G is 
fixed-point free so that the projection from X to the space of orbits X/G is a principal 
G-bundle, there is a natural homotopy equivalence Xc 5 X/G and the diagram (1) is com- 
mutative, where i is the inclusion X = X0 = X x GG -+ Xc, and p is the projection. (For 
this construction see [6, lVS3]). 
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For convenience we write A for the Z,-coalgebra K*(G; Z,), and {E,(X)) for the 
spectral sequence of the filtered space X, in K-theory mod q [9, I $21. Then the results of 
[14, $51 can be paralleled as follows (compare [9 II Theorem 3.11). 
PROPOSITIOY 2.1. If K*(G; Z,) = A is a free finitely generated Z,-mochrle, 
(i) The initial stage (E,(G), cl,) of the spectral sequence of G, = 16’1 is isomorphic to the 
cobar resolution orer the augmented coalgebra A. 
(ii) T~~ereisnnat~rralison~orphismofcompleses(E,(X), d,) g K*(X; Z,) LJ,(E,(G), d,). 
(X a right G-space.) 
(iii) The second term in the spectral sequence of X, is 
EzP(X) = Cotor,P(K*(X; Z,), Z,). 
(For the functor q A see [12, 2.21 or [8, $21; for its derived functors CotorAP see [S, $51). For 
the relationship of this proposition with [14] compare [9, Theorem 3.11. For part (ii) an 
isomorphism of K*(X,, X,_,; Z,) with K*(X; Z,) !J,l I?(&,,, &,_, ; ZJ has to be con- 
structed, analogous to ,up;’ in the proof of [14, Theorem 5.11. 
The convergence result for {E,(X)} which we require is the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If A = K*(G; Z,), K*(X; Z,) are finite Z,-moa’des, the spectral 
sequence {E,(X)} is strongly conrergent to K*(X,; Z,). 
Proof. First, since A is finite, Lemma 1.4 can be used to show that K *(cY~ ; Z,) and hence 
E;(G) are finite for all n. Next, E;(X) c K*(X; ZJ 0 E,“(G) (by Proposition 2.l(ii)) and 
so is finite since K*(X; Z,) is. From this in turn we can deduce that ‘K*(X,; Z,) is finite for 
each n. Now (as in 19, 1521) it is easy to describe {E,(X), K*(X,; Z,)} as the limit of an 
inverse system {El(n), K*(X,; Z,)} of strongly convergent spectral sequences defined by the 
filtration induced on X, for n = 1, 2, . . . . Since the inverse systems {E;(n)}, {K*(X,; Z,)} 
are composed of finite groups they certainly satisfy the condition (F) of Atiyah [3, $31; his 
Proposition 3.19 therefore implies the strong convergence of the inverse limit sequence. 
It will finally be useful to have a description of the “edge homomorphism” in {E,(X)}. 
First note that 
E:(X) = Cotor: (K*(X; Z,) = K*(X; Z,)o,Z, 
which is a submodule of K*(X; ZJ = E,‘(X), since X0 = X. Using the identifications given 
in Proposition 2.1 we have a commutative diagram 
K*(X, ; q - -how - E~“G+--+ E~“G) 
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Here the upper ro\v defines the edge homomorphism: the composite K*(X,; Z,) + 
K*(X; Z,) is induced by the inclusion. 
33. THE K-THEORY OF K(T, 1) 
The theory we have developed so far is designed to deal mainly with the case where the 
group G is a K(7c, 1). In this section we shall use the following conventions. E is a finite 
abelian group and B(z) denotes Milnor’s realization [lo] of the standard complex K(rc, 1). 
B(n) is then a commutative CtV-group in ?: it is also a classifying space for 71. We can regard 
B as a functor from finite abelian groups to &. We also have K(rt x x’, 1) = K(TI, 1) x K(n’, 1) 
and so can identify B(ir x n’) with B(E) x B(x’). 
Since n is abelian the product map m : TI x n -+ T: is a homomorphism and B(m) : B(n) 
x B(n) --f B(n) is the product map which defines the group structure of B(n). 
The integral K-theory of B(X) is described by Atiyah [3, Theorem 1.21; in his notation 
we have a functor R(n)” (completed representation ring) on the category of finite groups 
and a natural isomorphism 
R(7r)^ --% K*@(n)). 
But the finiteness of n ensures that K*(B(n)) satisfies (ML), and so (by the argument of 
Lemma 1.3) that 1. : K*(fi(z)) + kY(f3( )) n IS an isomorphism. Hence K*(B(n)) is also R(n)“. 
We shall confine our attention to the structure of K*(B(n); Z,,) for p prime; our 
general result is the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(i) R(n)^ is torsion-free 
(ii) K*(B(n); Z,,) = R(71)^ @ Z,, 
(iii) Let xp be the p-component of is; then there is a natural isomorphism R(n,) @ Z,, -+ 
R(n)^ 0 Z,, . 
It follows from this proposition that K*(B(n); Z,,) = R(n,) 0 Z,, is a free finitely generated 
Z,,?-module. We can apply Lemma 1.4 to deduce 
COROLLARY 3.2. The group-structure on B(n) induces a Hopf algebra structure 011 
K *(B(n) ; Z,,) ; the diagonal hon~omorphism 
R(x,) 0 z, -+ R(n, x q?) 0 z,r = CR($) 0 Zp’l 0 z 
P’ 
CNn,) 0 zpJ.1 
is induced from the group homomorphism m : rep x 7~~ -+ zp. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Part (ii) is an immediate consequence of part (i) and the 
universal coefficient theorem. The rest of the proof is purely algebraic. We use the following 
notation: R, R, denote R(n), R(n,) respectively; 1, 1, are their augmentation ideals. If 
TI’ = ~s/E~ has representation ring R’ and augmentation ideal I’, we have 71 z TI’ 0 np and so 
R = R’@ R,. 
R is free abelian so that we have an inverse system of exact sequences 
MJ 0 + Tor(R/I”’ , Z,,,) + I” @ Z,, -+ R @ Z,, --) R/I” @ Z,, --+ 0. 
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We also have the system 
(&I) 0 -+ Tor(R/I”, 2,) -+ RjIm L-+ R/Y’ + Rjlm 0 Z,, -+ 0. 
Ail groups here are finite except R/Z”’ which is the sum of Z( =R/I) and the finite group 
Z,‘Z”. (For finiteness of Z/Z’” see [3, (6.13)]. It follows that the inverse limit sequences are 
exact: 
(A) 0 -+ J& Tor(R/l”, Z,,) -+ !ir~~(l'"@ Z,,)AR 0 Z,, -+ b(R/f"' 0 Z,,) + 0 
(B) 0 -+ lim Tor(R,‘Z”, Z,,) ---) R” P’R” --f !&(R,‘l” 0 Z,,) -+ 0. 
From (B) it follows in particular that the natural homomorphism R A 0 Z,, + !h(R/I” 0 Z,,) 
is an isomorphism. Hence by (A) the natural homomorphism R 0 Z,, -+ RA 0 Z,, is an 
epimorphism whose kernel is the image of a : !im(Z" @ Z,,) -+ R 0 Z,, . 
LEMMA 3.3. 9 is n nrononrorphisw lt,hose inrage is the subgroup (I’ 0 RP) 0 Z,, c 
R 0 Z,, . 
This lemma implies Proposition 3.1. For ker x = 0 implies by(A) that lim Tor(R/Z”, Z,,> = 0 
andsoby(B)thatp’: R” -+R^ is a monomorphism. Since this holds for all p, R” is torsion 
free Lvhich is part (i) of the proposition. On the other hand R” 0 Z,, is (we have proved) the 
cokernel of X, i.e. using the lemma 
(1) RA @ Z,, E R 0 Z,r/(I' @ RP) @ Z,r = R, 0 Z,, . 
Here we have also used the decomposition 
R = R’ @ R, = (Z @ RP) @ (I’ @ RP) = R, @ (I’ 0 RF). 
The formula (I) is part (iii) of Proposition 3.1. 
Proof of Lcnrma 3.3. First, by [3, (6.13)], the cokernel of the inclusion (I’)” -+ I’ is 
finite of order prime to p, hence (Z’), @ Z,, --f I' @ Z,, is an isomorphism. 
Now, using the decomposition I = Z, @ (I’ @ RP) \ve have 
Z”@ Z,, = f (I,'@ Z,,) . ((I' &I R,)“-‘@ Z,,) 
j=O 
(sum of submodules). But 
(Z’ @ R,)“-’ @ Z,, = ((I’)“-’ @ Z,,) @ R, = (I’ @ RP) @ Z,, 
by the previous remark. Hence 
ImOZ,,=Z,mOZp~+(Z’ORp)OZp’ 
The proof will therefore be complete when we have shown 
LEMMA 3.4. If x is a p-group, fi,,, (I” @ Zpr) = 0. 
Proof. First suppose 71 = x1 x 7c2 so that Z is the sum Z(X~) 0 R(n,) + R(q) 0 1(x,). By 
expanding I” in these terms we see that the lemma holds for n if it holds for 7cI, x2. We can 
therefore reduce the proof to the case where T; is cyclic, say z = Zpr . In this case let p be a 
character of rc of orderpk; then R = Z[p]/(p P* - 1) and Z is the ideal generated by G = p - 1 
[3, @I. From the relation 
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we see that Go' EP. R; hence the ideal IPl’ c p. R and so IP**’ = (I”*)’ c pr. R. For 
n >pkf7, therefore, the image of the inclusion Zm+” + I” is divisible byp’, and I”‘” @ Z,, -+ 
I” 0 Z,, is zero. This proves the lemma. 
The proof of proposition 3.1 is now completed. We must now investigate more closely 
the coalgebra structure for K*(B(n); Z,,) which we derived in Corollary 3.2. Let us suppose 
for simplicity that TC is a p-group; (since K*(B(n); Zpr) = K*(B(n,); Z,,) in general this 
involves no loss of generality). Let TI* = Hom(n, S’) be the dual (character) group of z, so 
that R(n) = Z[n*], and R(n) @ Z,, = Z,,[x*]. The multiplication M : 7~ x x + n induces 
m* : II* + (n x IT)* = n* x n*, which in turn gives a coalgebra structure on Z,,[n*] if we use 
the identication Z,,[n* x n*] = Z,,[rc*] 0 Z,,[n*]. The functorial nature of our construc- 
tions shows that this is indeed the diagonal map for K*(B(;z); Z,,) which we defined in 
Corollary 3.2. We next determine this diagonal A explicitly on a basis, i.e. on the elements 
of x*. Let u E z* be a character in TC; the preceding discussion implies that A(U) E Z,[n*] 
@Z,,[n*] = Z,.[(n x n)*] is given by 
(A(u), (x, Y)> = (11, 4x, Y>> = <u, xl,> = (~9 x>. <u, YXS, Y E n> 
Hence we have 
(2) A(U) = u @ u for u E TI*. 
The augmentation ideal of Z,,[n*] is generated, since all characters have augmentation 1, by 
the elements ii = II - 1 for II # 1 in I-C*. Formula (8) implies 
(3) A(II)=1@11+G@l+U@11. 
We finally examine the homology algebra of the augmented coalgebra A = Z,,[x*] with the 
diagonal (2). Our aim is to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Cotor,“(B, Z,,) = 0 for all n > 0 and all A-comodules B. 
Here (as in $2 implicitly), Z,, derives an A-comodule structure from the homomorphism 
Z,,lt A of coalgebras; q is then also a homomorphism of A-comodules. We prove first 
LEWIA 3.6. Z,, is a direct summand in A as an A-comodule. 
Prooj: Define 7 : A + Z,, by 7(l) = 1 and 7(21) = 0 for II E X* - (I}. Then 7 0 PA = 
0 = A(7(u)). Hence 7 is a map of comodules and 7 0 q is the identity of Z,, . NOW 
Lemma 3.6 implies that Z,, is an injective A-comodule in the sense of [S, $31. Hence the 
trivial complex 
0-+z,,-+z,+0+0+~*~. 
is itself a resolution of Z,, and Proposition 3.5 follows. 
Note. The coalgebra A as defined above is easily seen to be the dual of a semi-simple 
algebra. Proposition 3.5 would also follow from a correct theory of semi-simplicity in 
coalgebras and comodules which, however, there are some complications in developing. 
$4. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
We arenow ready to attack the main theorems stated in the introduction. The first step 
(which is crucial) is to use the results of the last section to take us from K(n, 1) to K(n, 2). 
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Keeping rr finite let us write G for the realization B(n) of K(n, I) as a CCV group used 
in $3. Then the Milnor classifying space B of $2 is a K(n, 2). Given Y in 6 a map YAB 
induces a principal G-bundle 
G AXh.Y 
where X is again in 6. Since X is a free G-space, X, and X/G = Y are naturally homotopy 
equivalent (see $2). As K*(G; Zp’) is a free Z,,-module (Proposition 3.1), the conditions for 
Proposition 2.1 to hold are satisfied, i.e. the &-term 
Ez4(X) = Cotor,q(K*(_X; Z,), Zp'). 
LE~~MA 4.1. For G, X, Y and A as aboce, the edge homomorphism (end of $2) 
q :K*(Y;Z~)+K*(X;Z~)~"Zpr 
is an isomorphisnr fbr all p, r. 
Proof. First, the spectral sequence {E,(X)} collapses; for by Proposition 3.5, E,‘(X) = O 
for q > 0, so d, = 0 for r 2 2 and E2’(X) = E2(X) = E,(X). If K*(X; 2,) is a finitely 
generated Z,,-module we can apply Proposition 2.2 immediately; {E,(X)} is a strongly 
convergent spectral sequence and cp is an isomorphism. 
In general let Y be a CW-complex with finite skeletons Y,, (m = 1, 2, . . .), and write 
X,,, for h-‘( Y,,,) c X. Then H*( Y,,,; Z,) is a finitely generated Z,-module, and so is A; 
hence, by a simple spectral sequence argument, so is K*(X,,,; Z,,) for each m. 
Since Y,,, = Y,,,/G, we know that cp is an isomorphism for Y,,, , A’,,, i.e. there is an exact 
sequence 
0 -+ K*( Y, ; Zp’) + K*(X, ; Z,)h K*(X, ; Zp’) @ A 
for each m, and these sequences form an inverse system. Herej,,(x) = A,(s) - .\: 0 1 where 
A,, defines the comodule structure of K*(X,,,; Z,). By the left exactness of b, the limit 
sequence is also exact. Since lim K *(X,,; Z,) = K *(X; Z,) (exact sequence (1.1)) and since 
A is free over Z,,,, this limit sequence can be written 
O~K*(Y;Z,)+K*(X;Z,)-Q*(X;Z~)@~. 
This proves the lemma in the general case. 
Now set Y = B = K(x, 2) with fthe identity map. Then X is the universal bundle space 
of K(n, 2) and so contractible; so K*(X; Z,,) q A Z, = Z,, QA Z,, = Z,, . We can deduce 
COROLLARY 4.2. ??*(K(n, 2); Z,) = 0 for ri finite and for al/p, r. 
We can now descend inductively from K(n, 2) to K(x, n) (n >2), using the following result. 
LE%IMA 4.3. /f G, B are as in 92, then R*(G; Z,,) = 0 implies R*(B; Z,) = 0. 
Proof. If x*(G; Z,) = 0 then K*(G; Z,) = Z, is free and finitely generated as a 
Z,-module and trivial as a Z,-coalgebra; the functor q z Z, is of course the identity 
functor. Hence, as in the proofs above, PT 
K*(B; Z,)=Z,nz Z,= Z,, 
i.e. I?*(B;_Zv) = 0. PT 
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COROLL.4KY 4.1. ~*(K(z:, 11): Z,) = 0 for z,t?nire, n > 2 and all p, r. 
Proof. By induction on n, starting from Corollary 4.2 and setting G = K(n, n), 
B = K(ir, II + I) to apply lemma 4.3 to the induction step. 
LESISI.~ 4.5. R*(K(n, II): Z,,) = 0 for R II countable torsion group, tz 3 2, and all p, r. 
Proof. We can write n as a direct !imit (union) of a countable sequence of finite sub- 
groups: ii1 c pi, c rIl c ... and 7 = Uk zk. Non using mapping cylinders let us realize these 
maps by a sequence of inclusions K(r,, 11) c I((T~?, II) c . . . Then K(rc, n) = Uk K(n,, nl. 
(Note that K(n, n) need not itself be in ?, but is the countable union (in this realization) of 
subspaces in P. We have therefore by (1.1) an exact sequence 
0 -+ !irJl’(R*(K(7c, ) n))) --f R*(K(rc, n)) -+ lim R*(K(?rk, n)) -+ 0 
Since R*(K(n,, n)) = 0 for all k by the preceding result, the lemma follows. 
Proofof Tlzeorenz I. For this the idea of a projrzitc group will be useful (see [15]). A 
profinite group is an inverse limit of finite groups with the limit topology; equivalently, it is a 
compact totally disconnected group. The following are trivial consequences of this definition 
(PI) An inverse limit of profinite groups is again profinite. 
(P2) A profinite group contains no non-trivial divisible elements. 
Now by Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 1.2, R*(K( TI, n)) is divisible if 7-t is a countable torsion group 
and II 3 2. Theorem 1 will therefore follow immediately from (P2) and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. Ij’n is a cowztable torsiotz group, h’“(K(n, n)) is projrzire for all tz. 
Proof. First suppose x is finite; then so is f19(K(n, n)) for all q; k7:k(K(lr, n)) satisfies 
(F) and I?*(K(n, n)) = R*(K(n, n)) is profinite usin g the standard spectral sequence of 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch which here converges. 
Next let x be any countable torsion group and write K(rr, n) = Uk K(Q) n) as before. 
We again obtain an exact sequence 
0 --+ liJl’(l!?*(K(Jr,, n))) ---f P(K(n, n)) --f lim i‘z*(K(rck ) n)) --) 0. 
But an inverse system of compact groups satisfies (1bfL) (finite intersection property). This is 
therefore true of (K*(K(n,, n))}. Hence as in $1 the b’ term vanishes and i?*(K(;2, n)) = 
lim(R*(K(lr,, n))) is profinite by (Pl). 
To proceed further we need to extend Theorem I to a “relative” result analogous to 
lemma 4.1 but applicable to a wider category of spaces. 
PROPOSS~IOX 4.7. Let 15 be a countable torsion group a/zti K(x, n)L X5 Y a principal 
bwztile in W(n 2 2). Tlzen /z! : K*(Y) -+ K*(X) is an isonrorphism. 
Proof: We use the Milnor resolution ofK(n, n) directly (rather than the spectral sequence 
of $2 since our convergence results do not apply here). Write G = K(n, n), G = 8, c 8, c 
. .. c 181 as in $2. 1 t is straightforward, usin, n Milnor’s methods and lemma 1.5 to deduce 
from Theorem 1 that K*(&‘,) = K*(l&‘;l) = Z for all i, and that all restrictions are the identity 
homomorphism of Z. Next in the notation of $2 
K*(X,,, X,_,) E K*(X x ct”,,_ ,, x x b ,,-, > 
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which is zero by another application of Lemma 1.5. Hence the restrictions K*(X,) -+ 
K*(X,_,) are all isomorphisms (n > 1). Now apply the exact sequence (1.1) again: the in- 
verse system {K*(X,)) is constant so b’ vanishes and 
K*(Y) = K*(X,) -+ !iJt K*(X,) = K”(X) 
is an isomorphism, clearly induced by 11. 
COROLLARY 4.8. (i) Let n be n countrrble abelirm group, T the torsion slrbgruup of n. Then 
the projection z - x; T induces un isomorphism 
K*(K(~c/T, n))AK*(K(rr, n)) for II 2 2. 
(ii) Let TK be a countnble torsion-free abelian group. Then the inclusion z-+x 0 Q 
induces an isomorphism 
K*(K(rc 0 Q, n))-+K*(K(x, n)) for n 2 3 
Proof. (i) Use the fibring 
K(s, 12) -+ K(n, ,I) -+ K(n/r , n). 
(ii) Use the fibring 
K(n @ Q/n, II - 1) -+ K(R, n) -+ K(n 0 Q, n). 
These two results together imply For n 3 3 that 
K*(K(rc, n)) r K*(K(n/s @ Q, n)) = K*(K(n @ Q, n)). 
All that remains is to characterize K*(K(n, n)) when rr is a Q-module. In this case 
A*(K(n, n)) = Ext(A,(K(n, n)), Z) is also a Q-module; so in particular it is torsion-free. 
Theorem II will therefore follow when we have proved 
LEMMA 4.9. If‘ H*(X) is torsion-free, A’E “k”, then K*(X) z H**(X) NS an abeiian 
group. 
Proof. Suppose for convenience that A’ is a CW-complex filtered by skeletons. The 
condition that H*(X) should be torsion-free implies by [4, 2.3 Theorem] that the standard 
spectral sequence H*(X) 3 K*(X) collapses. Since there are no extension problems we can 
deduce 
Im[H*(X,+ r) --t B’“(X,>] E Im[K*(X,+ r) + K*(X,)] 
for both are isomorphic to the sum c”p=O ET =x2=0 Ez in the spectral sequence. The 
inverse systems {K*(X,)j and {Im(K*(X,+,) -+ K*(X,,)J} are equivalent, and the second 
satisfies (ML) since {Im[H*(X,+l) -+ C/*(X,)]} does. Hence in the exact sequence of (1. I), 
h’ = 0 and 
as required. 
K*(X) Z !im{Im[K*(X,+ ,) + K*(X,)J} z H**(X) 
We conclude this section by proving Theorem 111. Let 71 be finitely generated, n 2 3. 
Then K(n, n) is in 6 and we have an epimorphism (using (1.1)) I?*(K(rr, n)) -+ F(K(q n)). 
Now R*(K(n, n)) is divisible, by Theorem II, hence so is its quotient R?JK(n, n)). But the 
latter is an inverse limit of finitely generated groups, and so can have no non-trivial divisible 
element (compare (P2) above). Hence Kz(K(;r, n)) = 0, which proves Theorem III. 
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APPENDIX: OTHER K-THEORIES 
We recall from [I] the following facts about K-theories other than the unitary one. 
There are defined the “ self-conjugate ” K-theory KC*, graded by Z, and the “ ortho- 
gonal ” K-theory KO*, graded by Z, ; we can (and shall) regard both as representable theories 
defined on -W. For any pair (X, A) in -W WC have exact sequences 
... KC”(X, A)-, K”(X, A)-+ K’(X, A)+ K@“(X, A)+ **- 
-.a KO’(X, A) @ KO=+‘(X, A) -+ KC=(X, A) --+ K"-'(X, A) + 
KO'+'(X, A)@KO=+'(X, A)-,... 
where c1 is to be considered as an integer reduced mod 2, 4 or 8, whichever is appropriate. It 
is elementary to deduce from these exact sequences 
LEMMA. K*(X, A) = 0 implies KC*(X, A) = 0 
K*(X, A) = 0 implies KO*(X, A)= 0 
All the methods used in $4 therefore apply to give 
THEOREMS. (a) If rt is a countable torsion group, 
hZ*(K(n,n))=RO*(K(n,n)) = 0 for n >, 2. 
(b) If n is countable (not necessarily a torsion group) 
KC*(K(n, n)) 2 KC*(K(n @ Q, n)) 
KO*(K(n,n))z KO*(K(n @ Q,n)) (n > 3) 
(c) If II isfinitely generafed 
RC*(K(n, n)) = f70*(K(n, n)) = 0 +_ (n > 3). 
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The additive structure of the groups in (b) is given by 
KC*(K(n, n)) E H**(K(z, n); KC*(point)) 1 
KO*(K(n, n)) Z H**(K(Tc, n); KO*(point)) \ for ii a Q*modu’e 
with appropriate grading; the proof resembles that of Lemma 4.9, but the extra hypothesis 
that 8*(X; 2) is divisible is here necessary to ensure that the spectral sequence collapses. 
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